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Fig. 1. TSR-TVD learns the generation of intermediate volumes from a given pair of volumes. The network includes a generator G
which consists of the predicting and blending modules and a discriminator D which distinguishes the synthesized volumes from the
ground truth (GT) volumes. Once learned, the network can perform both same-variable and different-variable inferences using G.
Abstract— We present TSR-TVD, a novel deep learning framework that generates temporal super-resolution (TSR) of time-varying
data (TVD) using adversarial learning. TSR-TVD is the first work that applies the recurrent generative network (RGN), a combination of the recurrent neural network (RNN) and generative adversarial network (GAN), to generate temporal high-resolution volume
sequences from low-resolution ones. The design of TSR-TVD includes a generator and a discriminator. The generator takes a pair
of volumes as input and outputs the synthesized intermediate volume sequence through forward and backward predictions. The
discriminator takes the synthesized intermediate volumes as input and produces a score indicating the realness of the volumes. Our
method handles multivariate data as well where the trained network from one variable is applied to generate TSR for another variable.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of TSR-TVD, we show quantitative and qualitative results with several time-varying multivariate data
sets and compare our method against standard linear interpolation and solutions solely based on RNN or CNN.
Index Terms—Time-varying data visualization, super-resolution, deep learning, recurrent generative network

1

I NTRODUCTION

In many fields of science, scientists run large-scale scientific simulations and produce time-varying multivariate data on a daily basis. In
this paper, we focus on augmenting the temporal resolution of these
data as scientists often simulate a long temporal sequence with many
variables involved but could only afford to store a very limited number of time steps (e.g., every hundredth time step) for post-hoc analysis. Our goal is to augment these reduced simulation data during
post-processing by generating the refined temporal resolution to enable more accurate investigation of dynamic spatiotemporal features of
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the underlying data. That is, given a low-resolution volume sequence
of, for example, 100 time steps, we aim to generate the high-resolution
volume sequence of, for example, 500 time steps, while keeping the
spatial resolution intact.
Producing temporally refined volume sequences for time-varying
data poses two main challenges. The first challenge is that the dynamic change of volume data over time is typically non-linear. Conventional approaches employ standard linear interpolation (LERP) to
generate intermediate volumes. These interpolations are only based
on local information around the interpolated position, and therefore
may not capture the complex evolution and non-linear changes of volumes. The second challenge is how to take visual quality into consideration. Applying a typical recurrence-based neural network design to
our problem would only measure the voxelwise distance, which may
not lead to high-quality rendering results even though the PSNR is
high. For example, Zhang et al. [61] pointed out that only using a pixelwise loss function to train a neural network could generate images
with noise and artifacts.
To address these challenges, we present TSR-TVD, a novel deep
learning framework for producing temporal super-resolution (TSR)

from time-varying data (TVD). We leverage the recurrent generative
network (RGN), a combination of the recurrent neural network (RNN)
and generative adversarial network (GAN), to achieve TSR. This is
because RNN and GAN can learn the temporal and spatial relationship among different volumes non-uniformly and non-locally, thus interpolating the intermediate volumes with high quality. Inspired by the
sequence learning (e.g., weather forecasting and machine translation)
and image generation (e.g., frame interpolation and video prediction)
techniques, our solution consists of a generator and a discriminator
for producing temporally coherent TSR of a sequence of volumes using adversarial learning. TSR-TVD takes the sampled volumes as input and generates the intermediate volumes. We train TSR-TVD by
optimizing the loss function that includes adversarial loss, volumetric
loss, and feature loss. Our TSR-TVD handles multivariate data as well
where the trained network from one variable is applied to generate
TSR for another variable. To demonstrate the effectiveness of TSRTVD, we show quantitative and qualitative results with several timevarying multivariate data sets of different characteristics. We compare
TSR-TVD against the widely-used LERP and solutions based on RNN
or CNN only. We show that our method achieves a better quality than
LERP in terms of PSNR at the data level and the best quality in terms
of SSIM at the image level.
The contributions of this paper are as follows. First, our work is
the first that applies RGN (a combination of RNN and GAN) for generating TSR of a volume sequence. Second, we apply ConvLSTM
layers for capturing spatiotemporal relationships and propose a new
voxel shuffle layer for accelerating the training process. Third, we
design a new architecture for the TSR task, which supports not only
same-variable inference but also different-variable inference. Fourth,
we investigate several hyperparameter settings and analyze how they
impact the performance of TSR-TVD.
2

R ELATED W ORK

Time-varying multivariate data analysis and visualization is a key
topic in scientific visualization. We refer interested readers to the
survey paper [24] for an overview. Existing works on time-varying
data analysis and visualization focus on efficient organization and rendering [44, 52, 59], transfer function specification [20], illustrationinspired [23] and importance-driven [54] techniques. For time-varying
multivariate data, researchers have investigated query-driven visualization [47, 9], exploration of variable correlation [43], variable grouping [4], and information flow between variables [53, 29], as well as
navigation interfaces [2, 48]. In the following, we restrict our attention
to related work on temporal super-resolution for video, relevant GAN
and RNN techniques, and deep learning for scientific visualization.
TSR for video. Deep learning has achieved great success in generating TSR for video. For instance, Niklaus et al. [35] introduced
a convolutional neural network (CNN) for frame interpolation where
the network learns a kernel through the input frames and then applies
the learned kernel to generate the missing frames. Nguyen et al. [34]
proposed a deep linear embedding model to interpolate the intermediate frames. They transformed each frame into a feature space, then
linearly interpolated the intermediate frames in the feature space, and
finally recovered the interpolated features to the corresponding frames.
Jiang et al. [21] established a CNN to estimate the forward and backward optical flows via two given frames. They then wrapped these
optical flows into the frames to generate arbitrary in-between frames.
Our work differs from the above works. First, we leverage RNN to
capture the temporal relationship rather than using CNN, since RNN
can learn the potential pattern across time. Second, unlike image generation tasks where researchers can use a pre-trained image classification model to improve the visual quality of the synthesized results,
there is no such model for volumes. Third, many deep learning models compute the optical flow to generate intermediate frames but these
models need either a lot of labeled optical flow data for training or
an additional subnetwork to calculate the optical flow in an unsupervised way. Therefore, We apply GAN to ensure the high quality of
the synthesized volumes. There are works that use RNN or GAN for
similar purposes [18, 30, 6], but not at the same time as our work does.

Our approach does not require a lot of labeled data or additional modules, which reduces its complexity and training time. We incorporate
ConvLSTM to achieve temporal coherence. Based on this mechanism,
TSR-TVD uses all information from time steps i, i + 1, · · · , i + j − 1 to
interpolate time step i + j.
GAN and RNN techniques. Introduced by Goodfellow et al. [10],
a GAN includes two networks: a generator G and a discriminator D.
G tries to synthesize data samples from noise or observation to fool
D, while D aims to distinguish the data generated by G from the real
samples. GAN has been applied to image translation [19, 55], style
transfer [22], image inpainting [37], and image super-resolution [28]
tasks. Due to the problem of unstable training, different techniques
have been considered during training, such as L2 loss [37], gradient
regularization [32], and separate learning rates for G and D [42]. An
RNN accepts a sequence as input and builds the temporal relationships through the internal states. One of the most frequently used
RNN architectures is long short-term memory (LSTM) [15], which has
been applied to video colorization [27] and video caption [51]. Due to
the problem of gradient vanishing and explosion, different techniques
have been applied in RNN training, such as stacked LSTMs [51] and
gradient clipping [36].
Deep learning for scientific visualization. There is a growing
body of works that apply deep learning to solve scientific visualization
problems. Tzeng et al. [49, 50] pioneered the use of artificial neural
networks for classifying 3D volumetric data sets. Ma [31] pointed out
the use of neural networks as a promising direction for visualization
research. With the explosive growth of modern deep learning techniques, researchers have recently started to explore the capabilities of
deep neural network (DNN) to address various problems.
For volume visualization, Zhou et al. [62] presented a CNN-based
solution for volume upscaling which better preserves structural details and volume quality than linear upscaling. Raji et al. [39] leveraged CNNs to iteratively refine a transfer function, aiming to match
the visual features in the rendered image of a similar volume data
set with the one in the target image. Cheng et al. [7] presented a
deep-learning-assisted solution which depicts and explores complex
structures that are difficult to capture using conventional approaches.
Berger et al. [3] designed a GAN to compute a model from a large
collection of volume-rendering images conditioned on viewpoints and
transfer functions. Shi and Tao [45] proposed a CNN-based viewpoint estimation method that achieves good performance on images
rendered with different transfer functions and rendering parameters.
Xie et al. [60] designed a temporally coherent approach to generate
spatial super-resolution volumes where temporal coherence is guaranteed through a temporal discriminator. Weiss et al. [57] presented an
image-space solution that learns to upscale a sampled representation
of geometric properties of an isosurface at low resolution to a higher
resolution. They considered temporal variations by adding a frame-toframe motion loss to achieve improved temporal coherence.
For flow visualization, Hong et al. [16] used LSTM to learn and
predict data access patterns in particle tracing in order to hide the I/O
latency in distributed and parallel flow visualization. Wiewel et al.
[58] took a LSTM-based approach to predict dense 3D+time functions of physics system using an autoencoder framework. Kim and
Günther [25] combined filter and feature extraction in an end-to-end
manner using CNN for robust reference frame extraction from unsteady 2D vector fields. Han et al. [12] proposed a deep learning
method for vector field reconstruction that takes the streamlines traced
from the original vector fields as input and applies a two-stage process
to reconstruct high-quality vector fields. Han et al. [11] designed an
autoencoder to learn the features of flow lines or surfaces in the latent
space and performed dimensionality reduction and interactive clustering for representative selection.
Although generating a spatial high-resolution volume from a lowresolution one has been studied [62, 60], to our best knowledge, in the
context of time-varying data analysis and visualization, no work has
been done that generates a temporal high-resolution volume sequence
from a low-resolution one, which is the focus of this work.

3 O UR R ECURRENT G ENERATIVE A PPROACH
We define the TSR problem as follows. Given a pair of volumes
(Vi ,Vi+k ) from time steps i and i + k (where k > 1), we seek a function
φ that satisfies φ (Vi ,Vi+k ) ≈ V, where V = {Vi+1 ,Vi+2 , · · · ,Vi+k−1 }
are the intermediate volumes between Vi and Vi+k .
We propose a novel recurrent generative network (RGN) which is
a combination of RNN and GAN. The RGN includes a generator G
and a discriminator D. G uses two modules to estimate the function
φ , as sketched in Figure 1. The first module, the predicting module
(φPREDICT ), is a volume prediction network that produces a forward
prediction VF through Vi and a backward prediction VB through Vi+k ,
respectively. Namely,
F
VF = φPREDICT
(Vi ),

(1)

B

B
V = φPREDICT
(Vi+k ),
F
B
φPREDICT = {φPREDICT , φPREDICT
}.

(2)
(3)

The second module, the blending module (φBLEND ), takes Vi , Vi+k ,
and the corresponding pair of volumes from VF and VB that share
the same time step (for clarity, Figure 1 only illustrates the blending
flow connections with time step i + 1) as input, and blends them into a
volume that represents the final prediction Ṽ, i.e.,
F

B

Ṽ = φBLEND (Vi ,Vi+k , V , V ).

where || · ||2 denotes the L2 norm.
Feature loss. Zhang et al. [61] suggested that features extracted
from DNNs can be used as a metric to evaluate the output of generative models. Following this guideline, we also compute the feature
difference between VI and G(VT ) based on D. This feature loss enforces G to produce similar features between G(VT ) and VI at different scales. Specifically, the features are extracted from every convolutional (Conv) layers of D except the final Conv layer and G can try
to minimize these intermediate representations between the real and
synthesized volumes. We denote the feature representation extracted
from the kth Conv layer as F k . Then the feature loss is defined as
LF = EV 0 ∈VT ,V ∈VI

θG

N−1

∑
k=1

(4)

As we use the down-sampling and up-sampling framework to reconstruct intermediate volumes, detailed features may be lost during down-sampling which cannot be recovered perfectly during upsampling. Adding Vi and Vi+k into the blending will help to eliminate noise generated from the predictions. The discriminator D distinguishes Ṽ from V. That is, given different inputs to D, D outputs
a score to indicate the realness of the input. Ideally, D(V) ≈ 1 and
D(Ṽ) ≈ 0. In this regard, D can be treated as a binary classifier. The
score from D can guide G in synthesizing high-quality volumes since
the goal of G is to fool D so that D cannot distinguish Ṽ as fake volumes.
In the following, we describe the details of TSR-TVD, including the
definition of the loss function and the architectures of G and D. The
training algorithm and optimization details can be found in Section 1
in the Appendix.
3.1 Loss Function
Notations. Let us denote VT = {(V1 ,Vk1 ), (Vk1 ,Vk2 ), · · · , (Vkn−1 ,Vkn )}
as a set of input volume pairs for our TSR-TVD framework, and VI =
{{V2 , · · · ,Vk1 −1 }, {Vk1 +1 , · · · ,Vk2 −1 }, · · · , {Vkn−1 +1 , · · · ,Vkn −1 }} as the
ground truth (GT) intermediate volumes that we aim to interpolate. Let
θG and θD be the learnable parameters in G and D, respectively, and K
be the maximal interpolation step (i.e., ki+1 − ki 6 K + 1, i ∈ [0, n − 1]).
Adversarial loss. Following the definition in GAN [10], we define
the adversarial loss for G and D as follows


min LG = EV ∈VT log D(G(V )) ,
(5)
1
min LD = EV ∈VI
2
θD

Volumetric loss. Since the adversarial loss only considers perceptual results, we add a volumetric loss in LG , which means that the
task of G is to not only fool D but also get close to the GT output in
the L2 sense, while the job of D remains unchanged. In addition, the
training stability can also be improved through adding the volumetric
loss [37, 19]. Therefore, we utilize the L2 distance as a part of our loss
function for G


LV = EV 0 ∈VT ,V ∈VI ||G(V 0 ) −V ||2 ,
(7)


1  k
||F (G(V 0 )) − F k (V )||2 ,
Nk

(8)

where N is the total number of Conv layers in D and Nk denotes the
number of elements in the kth Conv layer. This feature loss is related to
the VGG loss [22, 55] which has achieved impressive results in image
super-resolution and style transfer tasks.
Taking all three losses into consideration, we define the final loss
function for G as

2 
+ λ2 LV + λ3 LF , (9)
min LG = λ1 EV ∈VT D(G(V )) − 1
θG

where λ1 , λ2 , and λ3 are hyperparameters, which control the relative
importance of these three losses.
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Fig. 2. Network architecture of (a) the predicting module in generator G
and (b) discriminator D. (c) An example of the residual block.

where E[·] denotes the expectation operation.
The idea behind this formulation is that we let G and D compete
with each other so that G can produce synthesized volumes which fully
fool D as the training goes, while the goal of D is to distinguish the
synthesized volumes as fake and return this information to G to force
G to be more powerful until D and G achieve a balance. Through this
process, G can learn how to synthesize high-quality volumes that are
highly close to the GT. This competition idea behind adversarial loss
encourages a perceptual solution rather than a PSNR or SSIM orientated solution by minimizing voxelwise loss, such as L1 loss. Note that
using the adversarial loss alone would lead to an unstable training for
G and D. Therefore, we further consider volumetric loss and feature
loss, which are described next.

3.2 Network Architecture
Generator. As sketched in Figure 1, the generator G contains two
modules: a predicting module and a blending module. The predicting
module is composed of three components: a feature learning component, a temporal component with multiple ConvLSTM layers, and an
upscaling component, as sketched in Figure 2 (a). The feature learning
component extracts feature representations from the volumes, the temporal component bridges the spatial and temporal information among
different volumes, while the upscaling component recovers the volumes from the spatiotemporal features. The blending module takes
all outputs from the predicting module as input and generates the final
synthesized volumes.



Since a traditional residual block cannot change the resolution of
the input [14], we propose an advanced residual block (still referred to
as the residual block for the rest of paper), which allows to downscale
or upscale its input. This treatment brings several benefits to training
TSR-TVD. First, it captures multiscale features. Second, it prevents
the network from gradient vanishing. Third, it allows us to build a
deeper neural network to enhance performance.
The core of the feature learning component is four residual blocks.
Each residual block contains two parts (P1 and P2 ): P1 consists of
four Conv layers followed by spectral normalization (SN) [32] (which
normalizes the parameters in the Conv layer to stabilize the training)
and ReLU [33], and P2 contains one Conv layer followed by SN and
ReLU. These two parts are bridged by skip connection [41], as shown
in Figure 2 (c). We set the kernel size for the first residual block to
5 × 5 × 5 and for the last three residual blocks to 3 × 3 × 3. We set the
stride to two, which means that the resolution of the input is halved
in each residual block. We set the feature maps in these four residual
blocks to 16, 32, 64, and 64, respectively.
For the temporal component, we apply ConvLSTM [46] to transfer
the spatial features into spatiotemporal features so that TSR-TVD can
predict the next volumes via the previous volumes. Compared with the
traditional LSTM [15], the weight-sharing mechanism in convolution
allows us to use fewer parameters to train ConvLSTM, which saves
much memory and speeds up the training process. There are three
states in ConvLSTM: input state, forget state, and output state. These
three states determine whether or not we should let new input in (input
state), delete the information because the input is not important (forget
state), or let the input impact the output at the current time step (output
state). Taking the data (xt ), previous hidden state (ht−1 ), and memory
state (ct−1 ) as input, ConvLSTM is defined as follows
ft = σ (Wx f ? xt + Wh f ? ht−1 + b f ),

(10)

it = σ (Wxi ? xt + Whi ? ht−1 + bi ),
ot = σ (Wxo ? xt + Who ? ht−1 + bo ),

(11)
(12)

c0 t = tanh(Wxc ? xt + Whc ? ht−1 + bc ),

(13)

ct = it c0 t + ft ct−1 ,
ht = ot tanh(ct ),

(14)
(15)

where it , ft , ct , ot , ht are the input, forget, memory, output, and hidden states at the tth step in ConvLSTM, respectively. σ (·), tanh(·),
?, and represent the logistic sigmoid activation function, hyperbolic
tangent activation function, Conv operation, and elementwise multiplication, respectively. (Wx f , Wh f , b f ), (Wxi , Whi , bi ), (Wxo , Who , bo ),
and (Wxc , Whc , bc ) are learnable parameters in ConvLSTM. By default, we set h0 = 0 and c0 = 0. Note that ConvLSTM does not change
the resolution of the input. An example of the ConvLSTM is shown in
Figure 3 (a).
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where S is the kernel size, then apply Conv operations to produce the
output of size [ f L, fW, f H]. To address these problems, we propose an
effective sub-voxel Conv layer, which we call the voxel shuffle layer,
for upscaling. The definition is as follows
O = S (W ? I + b),

(16)

where I and O are the input and output, respectively, W and b are
the learnable parameters, and S is a periodic shuffle operation that
rearranges the elements of a [C f 3 , L,W, H] tensor to a tensor of size
[C, f L, fW, f H] (C denotes the number of channels). An example of
this operation is illustrated in Figure 3 (b).
We apply the same architecture used in the feature learning component to the upscaling component. The difference is that we add the
voxel shuffle layer after the last SN layer in P1 and P2 . As for hyperparameter setting, the kernel size is set to 3 × 3 × 3 in the first three
residual blocks and 5 × 5 × 5 in the last residual block. We set the upscaling factor to 2 for each voxel shuffle layer and the feature maps in
these four residual blocks to 64, 32, 16, and 1, respectively. Note that
we apply tanh(·) after the final residual block.
Through the prediction module, we obtain the forward prediction
VFi and backward prediction VB
i . The blending module accepts Vki ,
Vki+1 , VFi , and VB
as
input
to
produce
the final synthesized volume Ṽi
i
1
Ṽi = wiVki + (1 − wi )Vki+1 + (VFi + VB
i ),
2

(17)

where wi is the weight which controls the importance of Vki and Vki+1 .
Discriminator. To discriminate real volumes from synthesized
ones, we train a discriminator network D. The architecture is shown in
Figure 2 (b). Following the guidelines in Radford et al. [38] and Miyato et al. [32], we use several Conv and SN layers with leaky ReLU
activation (α = 0.2), and avoid pooling layers throughout the network.
D includes five Conv layers with 4 × 4 × 4 kernel size, which contains
64, 128, 256, 512, and 1 feature maps, respectively. Strided convolutions are used to reduce the volume resolution at each Conv layer
except the last one. The stride is set to two at the first four Conv layers. At the last Conv layer, it produces an output of size 1 × 1 × 1 and
we do not apply the activation function.
Table 1. The dimensions and training epochs of each data set.
data set (variable)
dimension (x × y × z × t)
epochs
climate (cam-fv)
360 × 181 × 30 × 31
100
climate (fim)
360 × 181 × 30 × 31
100
combustion (HR)
480 × 720 × 120 × 121
100
combustion (MF)
480 × 720 × 120 × 121
100
combustion (YOH)
480 × 720 × 120 × 121
100
ionization (He)
600 × 248 × 248 × 100
100
ionization (He+)
600 × 248 × 248 × 100
100
solar plume
126 × 126 × 512 × 28
200
supernova (E)
256 × 256 × 256 × 60
200
supernova (VM)
256 × 256 × 256 × 60
200
vortex
128 × 128 × 128 × 90
200

tanh

ht-1

ht

xt-1

Table 2. Comparison of average PSNR and SSIM values.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) An example of the ConvLSTM. (b) An example of the voxel
shuffle layer.

The upscaling component takes the spatiotemporal features from
ConvLSTM as input and outputs a synthesized volume. A common
approach to recover resolution from max-pooling or Conv layers is to
use deconvolutional (DeConv) layers. However, this approach brings
two problems: high computational cost and unnecessary zero padding.
For example, if we need to upscale a feature of size [L,W, H] with a
factor f , the DeConv operation will first expand the feature to a resolution of [ f L + S − 1, fW + S − 1, f H + S − 1] through zero padding,

data set (variable)
combustion (HR)
combustion (MF)
supernova (E)
vortex

LERP
25.61
25.12
22.34
26.62

PSNR (dB)
RNN CNN
26.13 25.72
25.86 25.43
24.31 23.81
27.42 26.85

TSR
25.81
25.62
23.74
26.90

LERP
0.66
0.71
0.61
0.73

SSIM
RNN CNN
0.70
0.69
0.73
0.73
0.64
0.63
0.75
0.75

TSR
0.72
0.74
0.66
0.75

4 R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
4.1 Data Sets and Network Training
We experimented with TSR-TVD using the data sets listed in Table 1.
The climate data set comes from the simulations of the Earth’s climate
in the dynamical core model intercomparison project (DCMIP) [1].

difference image colormap

(a) LERP

(b) RNN

(c) CNN

(d) TSR-TVD

(e) GT

Fig. 4. Comparison of volume rendering results of same-variable inference. Top to bottom: combustion (MF), solar plume, supernova (VM), and
vortex. For (a) to (d), the difference image with respect to the corresponding GT is shown at the corner.

Table 3. Comparison of average IS values at selected isovalues.
LERP
TSR-TVD
data set (variable) v = 0
v = 0.176 v = 0
v = 0.176
supernova (E)
0.56
0.24
0.71
0.68
v = 0.255 v = 0.569 v = 0.255 v = 0.569
combustion (HR)
0.65
0.59
0.73
0.72

We acquired two ensemble runs generated by different models (camfv and fim). In these models, the volumes are fairly static in the early
time steps and later on two turbulent branches appear. The combustion
data set comes from direct numerical simulation of temporally evolving turbulent non-premixed flames where combustion reactions occur
within the two layers. These layers are initially thin planar layers and
then evolve into complex structures as they interact with the surrounding turbulence. The simulation generates multiple variables and we
used three of them: heat release (HR), stoichiometric mixture fraction
(MF), and OH mass fraction (YOH). The ionization data set is made
available through the IEEE Visualization 2008 Contest. The simulation is concerned with 3D radiation hydrodynamical calculations of
ionization front instabilities for studying a variety of phenomena in
interstellar medium such as the formation of stars. The simulation
generates multiple variables and we used two of them: He mass abundance (He) and He+ mass abundance (He+). The solar plume data set
comes from a simulation that aims to investigate the role of the solar plume plays in the transport of the heat, momentum, and magnetic

field in the sun. The simulation generates a velocity vector field and we
computed the velocity magnitude for our use. The supernova data set
comes from a simulation that models the dynamics of exploding stars,
which reveal instability in the shock wave blasts, imparting rotation to
the newborn neutron stars in their cores. The simulation generates the
entropy (E) scalar field and a velocity vector field for which we computed the velocity magnitude (VM) for our use. Finally, the vortex
data set has been widely used in feature extraction and tracking. The
data set comes from a pseudo-spectral simulation of vortex structures.
We used the vorticity magnitude scalar variable.
A single NVIDIA TITAN Xp 1080 GPU was used for training.
For each epoch, we randomly cropped four subvolumes with size
64 × 64 × 64 from a volume pair (Vki ,Vki+1 ). This cropping mechanism can speed up the training process and reduce the memory requirement. We scaled the range of inputs in V to [−1, 1] and that of
output volumes to [−1, 1] (because the value range for the output of
the final activation function tanh(·) is [−1, 1]). For optimization, we
initialized parameters in TSR-TVD using those suggested by He et al.
[13] and applied the Adam optimizer [26] to update the parameters.
We set one training sample per minibatch. We set different learning
rates for G and D in order to reduce the training time and stabilize the
training process [42]. The learning rates for G and D are 10−4 and
4 × 10−4 , respectively. β1 = 0.0, β2 = 0.999. λ1 = 10−3 , λ2 = 1, and
λ3 = 5 × 10−2 . We found that if λ1 is larger than λ2 and λ3 , TSRTVD will fail to generate synthesized volumes that are similar to the
GT volumes. This is because TSR-TVD will pay more attention to
adversarial loss rather than volumetric and feature losses and the goal

(a) combustion (MF → HR)

(b) combustion (MF → YOH)

(c) ionization (He → He+)

(d) supernova (VM → E)

Fig. 5. Comparison of volume rendering results of different-variable inference. Displayed here are combustion (HR), combustion (YOH), ionization
(He+), and supernova (E). Top to bottom: LERP, TSR-TVD, and GT.

of adversarial loss is to synthesize novel volumes rather than volumes
close to the GT volumes. We set ε to 10−4 in SN, and nG and nD
to 1 and 2, respectively (refer to Section 1 in the Appendix). During training, we set the maximal interpolation step K to 3 because a
large K would lead to gradient vanishing in ConvLSTM and prevent
TSR-TVD from finding the globally optimal solution. However, during inference, we can increase K to interpolate more immediate time
steps since the gradient computation is not required.
4.2 Results
Due to the page limit, we are not able to show TSR-TVD results for
multiple time steps in the paper. These results can be found in the
accompanying video, which shows visualization results over the entire sequence and highlights the better quality of synthesized volumes
generated using TSR-TVD over LERP, RNN, and CNN. Unless otherwise stated, all visualization results presented in the paper for volumes
synthesized by TSR-TVD are the inferred results (i.e., the network
does not see these volumes during training). These inferred results are
from a volume subsequence that is far away from the training data, and
within the subsequence, we select the time step that is farthest away
from the GT volumes at the two end time steps (i.e., we show the
worst possible TSR-TVD results). All visualizations for the same data
set use the same setting for lighting, viewing, and transfer function (for
volume rendering). For network analysis, please refer to Section 2 in
the Appendix.
Evaluation metrics. We utilize the peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) to evaluate the quality of synthesized volumes at the data
level. PSNR is defined as
PSNR(V, V0 ) = 20 log10 I(V) − 10 log10 MSE(V, V0 ),
V0

(18)

where V and
are the original and synthesized volumes, I(V) is
the difference between the maximum and minimum values of V, and

MSE(V, V0 ) is the mean squared error between V and V0 .
We apply the structural similarity index (SSIM) [56] to evaluate the
quality of rendered images at the image level. SSIM is defined as
SSIM(I, I0 ) =

(2µI µI0 + c1 )(2σI,I0 + c2 )
,
(µI2 + µI20 + c1 )(σI2 + σI20 + c2 )

(19)

where I and I0 are sub-images from the rendered images of V and
V0 , µI and µI0 are the average values of I and I0 , σI2 and σI20 are the
variances of I and I0 , σI,I0 is the covariance of I and I0 , and c1 and c2 are
two small constants for stabilizing the division with the denominator.
To quantify the similarity between two isosurfaces extracted, respectively, from the synthesized and GT volumes, we compute the
mutual information of their corresponding distance fields [5]. Mutual
information is computed by constructing a joint histogram of the two
distance fields, where each entry (i, j) in the joint histogram contains
the number of voxels that fall into bins i and j in the first and second
distance fields, respectively. The larger the isosurface similarity (IS),
the more similar the two surfaces are.
Qualitative and quantitative analysis. In Figure 4, we compare
the rendering results of the synthesized volumes generated by LERP,
RNN, and TSR-TVD. To train an RNN, we still use the architecture
of TSR-TVD but eliminate the discriminator. To train a CNN, we use
the same TSR-TVD architecture without ConvLSTM as the built-in
temporal coherence predictor. For easy comparison, we calculate pixelwise differences (the Euclidean distances) of images generated from
the synthesized and original volumes in the CIELUV color space. We
map the noticeable pixel differences (with ∆ > 6.0) to nonwhite colors (clamping differences larger than 255) and display the difference
image at the corner. The GT is provided for a fair comparison. For the
combustion (MF) data set, RNN, CNN, and TSR-TVD can generate

(a) combustion (HR)

(b) combustion (MF)

(c) supernova (E)

(d) vortex

Fig. 6. Comparison of PSNR of synthesized volumes (top row) and SSIM of rendered images (bottom row) using LERP, RNN, and TSR-TVD. The
projection views for computing SSIM are shown in the respective volume-rendering images in the paper. We only report PSNR and SSIM values
for a volume subsequence where the GT time steps are available at both ends. The results for other subsequences follow a similar trend.

(a) w/o fwd prediction

(b) w/o bwd prediction

(c) w/o original volumes

(d) full model

(e) GT

Fig. 7. Comparison of volume rendering results of same variable inference with the variants of TSR-TVD using the combustion (YOH) data set.
Displayed here are the cropped left-half of the rendering images.

more details compared with LERP, for example, the small red component at the left corner. But the rendering result from TSR-TVD has
fewer artifacts than the result from RNN or CNN. For the solar plume
data set, all four methods generate similar results, but TSR-TVD is
closest to the GT. It is clear that TSR-TVD leads to the best visual
quality for the supernova (VM) data set while LERP is the worst and
RNN or CNNgenerates many artifacts on the right side. For the vortex data set, LERP generates the worst result while RNN, CNN, and
TSR-TVD yield similar results. Upon close examination, we can see
that TSR-TVD yields the closest result at the bottom-left corner.
In Figure 5, we compare the rendering results of the synthesized
volumes generated by LERP and TSR-TVD through different-variable
inference. For different-variable inference, we use a variable X of a
data set for training and use another variable Y of the same data set
for inference (X → Y ). For MF → HR of the combustion data set,
TSR-TVD produces high-quality and detailed visual results in the purple part at the top-left corner and in the green and yellow parts at the
middle-right corner while LERP yields less accurate results. For MF
→ YOH of the combustion data set, TSR-TVD generates more accurate rendering result compared with LERP. For example, the purple
part at the top-right corner and the green part at the bottom-right corner are closer to the GT. As for He → He+ of the ionization data set, it
is clear that TSR-TVD gives high-quality visual results at the middle
and bottom layers while LERP leads to color shifting due to content
change (even though the same transfer function is used to render the
GT and synthesized volumes). It is obvious that TSR-TVD generates
a better visual result for VM → E of the supernova data set. TSRTVD produces more accurate details in the orange, navy blue, and
cyan parts. LERP, however, cannot faithfully recover these parts as we
can clearly see color shifting due to content change.
In Figure 6, we compare TSR-TVD results against LERP and RNN
results at the data (PSNR) and image (SSIM) levels. At the data level,
we can see that RNN achieves the highest PSNR values. This is
because RNN is a PSNR-oriented solution while TSR-TVD is constrained by not only the volumetric loss (PSNR-oriented loss) but also

adversarial (perception-oriented loss) and feature losses, which could
lead to lower PSNR values. For these four data sets, the PSNR curves
follow a similar trend: PSNR values peak at both ends of the volume
subsequence where the GT time steps are available and fall steadily as
we move toward the time steps in the middle of the interval. We also
see lower PSNR values across the three methods for the supernova (E)
data set. This is because the supernova exhibits a fast-pacing rotational
behavior which is more difficult to capture compared with other behaviors exhibited by the other two data sets. At the image level, TSR-TVD
yields the highest SSIM values. It is a clear winner for the combustion
(HR), combustion (MF), and supernova (E) data sets. TSR-TVD produces average SSIM values of ∼ 0.72, ∼ 0.72, ∼ 0.65, respectively,
but LERP produces average SSIM values of ∼ 0.62, ∼ 0.70, ∼ 0.60,
respectively. For the vortex data set, TSR-TVD still slightly outperforms LERP and RNN. In Table 2, we report the average PSNR and
SSIM values over the entire volume sequence for LERP, RNN, CNN,
and TSR-TVD. Again, RNN performs the best in terms of PSNR while
TSR-TVD performs the best in terms of SSIM.
In Figure 7, we show the variants of TSR-TVD using the combustion (YOH) data set. We can see that only using forward or backward
prediction can still generate the synthesized volumes reasonably well
but the results lack fine details. For example, there is a closed light
cyan part in the GT volume at the middle-right corner, which is captured in the full mode in Figure 7 (d) but missed in both Figure 7
(a) and (b). Moreover, we find that without adding the original volumes into the blending module, the rendering result leads to obvious
noise, as shown in Figure 7 (c). This is because we use a traditional
down-sampling and up-sampling framework to reconstruct intermediate volumes. In the down-sampling phase, TSR-TVD will compress
the volumes and lose some information, however, in the up-sampling
phase, the lost information cannot be perfectly recovered. This kind of
information loss leads to the inferior quality of rendering images.
In Figures 8 and 9, we compare the isosurface rendering results
of the synthesized volumes generated by LERP, TSR-TVD without
blending original volumes, and TSR-TVD using the supernova (E) and

(a) LERP

(b) w/o ori volumes

(c) TSR-TVD

(d) GT

(e) left-end GT

(f) right-end GT

Fig. 8. Comparison of isosurface rendering results of same-variable inference using the supernova (E) data set. First row: time steps 39 with v = 0.
Second row: time steps 39 with v = 0.176. Third row: time steps 55 with v = 0. Last row: for time steps 55 with v = 0.176. The two-end GT time steps
are 37 and 41 for time step 39, and 53 and 57 for time step 55.

combustion (HR) data sets. For each data set, the value range is normalized to [−1, 1] and we pick two time steps and two isovalues to
show the isosurfaces. For the supernova (E) data set, we can observe
that for v = 0, the isosurface generated by TSR-TVD includes more
details (e.g., the bottom-right corner for time step 39 and the top-right
corner for time step 55). For v = 0.176, TSR-TVD produces a higherquality isosurface since LERP totally fails to construct the isosurface
close to the GT at time step 39 (we can see that the surface is severely
shifted in the value space). Adding backward and forward predictions
along with the use of voxel-wise volumetric loss, TSR-TVD is able to
largely mitigate this and produces a surface very close to the GT. For
the combustion (HR) data set, TSR-TVD can still generate closer isosurfaces than LERP, such as the bottom-left corner (v = 0.255) and the
top-right corner (v = 0.569). For both data sets, it is clear that the full
mode of TSR-TVD generates better results than those without adding
the original volumes into the blending module. In addition, we report
in Table 3 the average IS values over the entire volume sequence for
these two data sets. The quantitative results also confirm that TSRTVD leads to isosurfaces of better quality than LERP.
Failure case. As shown in Figure 10, both LERP and TSR-TVD
cannot interpolate the intermediate time steps well for the climate (fim)
data set. We can see that voxel values are shifted in both results. For
example, the green parts in the GT become yellow and the blue parts
almost vanish in the results of LERP and TSR-TVD. This is due to
the limitation of TSR-TVD in estimating the difference between data

distributions of neighboring time steps. Refer to Section 3 in the Appendix for further discussion.
4.3

Discussion

As a deep learning technique, TSR-TVD takes a considerable amount
of time for training. In Figure 2 in the Appendix, we report the training time curves for selected data sets under different hyperparameter settings. With 40% of training samples and subvolume size of
64 × 64 × 64, it takes nearly six hours to train the combustion data
set (100 epochs) and half a day to train the supernova data set (200
epochs). The training time forms a nearly linear relationship with the
increase in the number of training samples or the subvolume size. We
note that the actual size of the volume (i.e., the spatial dimension of the
data) is not a critical limiting factor for network training because we
apply the cropping mechanism in TSR-TVD training. Therefore, the
training time mainly depends on the (cropped) subvolume size rather
than the volume size. The inference time depends on the number of interpolated time steps and volume resolution. Due to the limited GPU
memory, we infer individual subvolumes to form the entire volume.
The time is between one hour (vortex) to one day (combustion). Refer to Section 3 in the Appendix for further discussion. Our current
TSR-TVD framework has the following limitations. First, our solution does not consider the input transfer function or the visualization
process. We simply treat the input 3D volumes as numerical data for
producing the temporally resolved results. In terms of visualization,
we use 1D transfer functions that map scalar values to color and opac-

(a) LERP

(b) w/o ori volumes

(c) TSR-TVD

(d) GT

(e) left-end GT

(f) right-end GT

Fig. 9. Comparison of isosurface rendering results of same-variable inference using the combustion (HR) data set. First row: time steps 97 with
v = 0.255. Second row: time steps 97 with v = 0.569. Third row: time steps 114 with v = 0.255. Last row: for time steps 114 with v = 0.569. The
two-end GT time steps are 95 and 99 for time step 97, and 112 and 116 for time step 114.

(a) LERP

(b) TSR-TVD

(c) GT

Fig. 10. Comparison of volume rendering results of same-variable inference using the climate (fim) data set.

ity. The volume renderer also implements lighting calculation. Nevertheless, qualitative and quantitative evaluations show the overall advantage of TSR-TVD over LERP and RNN. While incorporating the
transfer function, especially the opacity transfer function, may help
boost the performances at the image level, it comes at the price of
making the training process dependent on the input transfer function,
which would demand the training from scratch whenever the transfer
function changes. Second, TSR-TVD can only infer the intermediate
volumes at any integer time steps rather than arbitrary time steps. We
would further study how to infer arbitrary in-between volumes from
two given volumes through disentangled representation [8, 17]. Third,
TSR-TVD considers temporal coherence through the recurrent module. A better way is to incorporate temporal coherence into loss function design. We will investigate temporal and cycle losses that take
the coherence of neighboring time steps into consideration to achieve
better temporal coherence.
5

C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE W ORK

We have presented TSR-TVD, a deep learning solution for generating
temporal super-resolution of time-varying data. Given a volume pair
as input and its intermediate volumes as the GT, we leverage an RGN
to make forward and backward predictions and train TSR-TVD. The
trained network is then able to generate temporally resolved volume
sequences for the rest of time series via same-variable inference or

different-variable inference. Compared with LERP, RNN, and CNN,
TSR-TVD yields synthesized intermediate volumes of better visual
quality. TSR-TVD is part of our research effort toward what we call
data augmentation for scientific visualization. Data augmentation in
this context refers to the addition of spatial, temporal, and variable details to reduced data by incorporating information derived from internal and external sources. Besides temporal super-resolution (TSR), we
would also consider spatial super-resolution (SSR) for time-varying
data. Our eventual goal is to achieve spatiotemporal super-resolution
(STSR) by producing volume sequences with greater spatial and temporal resolutions and details. The ability to upscale time-varying data
in both spatial and temporal dimensions is critical for large-scale scientific simulations and applications. As scientists often have to save
their simulation data sparsely due to the limited storage, our research
will provide a promising alternative for them to make better decisions
depending on the nature of the simulations and the characteristics of
the data.
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A PPENDIX
1 T RAINING A LGORITHM AND O PTIMIZATION
Algorithm. As sketched in Algorithm 1, our TSR-TVD training algorithm contains two parts: optimizing D (discriminator) and G (generator). The algorithm runs over a certain number of epochs T and for
each epoch, it optimizes the two networks with nD and nG times, respectively. In order to generate high-quality results, the discriminator
must be powerful, which means that D should distinguish the synthesized results as fake ones even if they only have few differences.
Therefore, we usually set nD > nG .
Algorithm 1 TSR-TVD training algorithm.
Require: initial generator parameters θG and initial discriminator parameters θD
Require: number of D updates nD per G iteration, number of G updates nG per D iteration, number of training epochs T , learning rates
αG and αD for G and D, respectively
for t = 1 · · · T do
for i = 1 · · · n do
sample (Vki ,Vki+1 ) and (Vki +1 , · · · ,Vki+1 −1 )
for 1 · · · nD do
compute LD according to Equation 6
D
θD = θD − αD ∂∂L
θD
end for
for 1 · · · nG do
compute LG according to Equation 9
update θG according to Equation 21
end for
end for
end for

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 2. Comparison of hyperparameter settings. (a) Average PSNR and
training time (per epoch) under different training samples using the ionization (He) data set. (b) Average PSNR and SSIM under different subvolume sizes using the combustion (MF) data set. (c) Average training
time (per epoch) under different subvolume sizes using the combustion
(MF) data set. (d) Average PSNR and SSIM under different ConvLSTM
layers using the combustion (HR) data set. (e) Average training time (per
epoch) under different upscaling methods using the vortex data set.

We then update the generator parameter θG through
∂ LG ∂U i ∂ LK ∂ Li ∂ F i
,
i
K
i
i
i=1 ∂U ∂ L ∂ L ∂ F ∂ θG
K

θG = θG − αG ∑

(21)

where F i and U i are the ith feature learning and upscaling components,
K is the maximal interpolation step, and αG is the learning rate of G.
(a) 30 epochs

(b) 60 epochs

(c) 100 epochs

2

(d) GT

Fig. 1. Comparison of volume rendering results under different training
epochs using the combustion (HR) data set. The best match with the
GT is the result with 100 epochs.

Optimization. We apply backpropagation through time (BPTT), a
gradient-based approach to optimize TSR-TVD. Compared with traditional optimization techniques, such as evolutionary optimization,
BPTT can accelerate the training process. We formulate BPTT from
the ith ConvLSTM (Li ) to the (i + j)th ConvLSTM (Li+ j ) as follows
i+ j
∂ Li+ j
∂ Lt
= ∏
.
i
t−1
∂L
t=i+1 ∂ L

The detail for computing

∂ Lt
∂ Lt−1

(20)

is in Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [15].

N ETWORK A NALYSIS

In order to evaluate TSR-TVD, we analyze the following hyperparameter settings: training epochs, training samples, subvolume size, number of ConvLSTM layers, maximal interpolation step, and upscaling
methods. A detailed discussion is as follows.
Training epochs vs. visual quality. We investigate how the visual
quality of the synthesized volume using TSR-TVD evolves with different training epochs with the combustion (HR) data set. Rendering
of the volumes obtained after different numbers of training epochs is
illustrated in Figure 1. We can observe that the rendered images under 30 and 60 epochs have more blurring artifacts compared with the
result under 100 epochs. For example, the purple part at the top-left
corner and the green part at the middle-right corner have fewer artifacts as the training goes. Moreover, we find that beyond 100 epochs,
there is no significant difference among synthesized results. Therefore, we choose 100 epochs to train the combustion data set. The same
experiment is taken to decide the training epochs for other data sets.
Training samples vs. PSNR. We study the influence of the number of training samples on PSNR and training time. For example, 20%
training samples for a time-varying data set of 100 time steps mean that
we have the first 20 time steps available as the GT data during training.
We use 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% training samples to train TSR-TVD
using the ionization (He) data set. We plot the PSNR and average
training time curves under different numbers of training samples, as
shown in Figure 2 (a). We can see that using more training samples

(a) 32 × 32 × 32

(b) 64 × 64 × 64

(c) 96 × 96 × 96

(d) GT

Fig. 3. Comparison of volume rendering results under different subvolume sizes using the combustion (MF) data set.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. Comparison of volume rendering results under different maximal interpolation steps. Top row: supernova (VM) data set. Bottom row: vortex
data set. (a) shows the GT. (b) to (d) show the rendering results with K = 3, 7, 11 (supernova) and K = 3, 5, 7 (vortex), respectively.

improves PSNR. However, this demands a longer training time. Moreover, we observe that visual quality does not benefit significantly from
using more training samples. To achieve a balance between quality
and speed, we use 40% samples to train TSR-TVD.
Subvolume size vs. visual quality and PSNR. We train TSR-TVD
with subvolume sizes of 32 × 32 × 32, 64 × 64 × 64, and 96 × 96 × 96
using the combustion (MF) data set. The rendering results are shown
in Figure 3. We can see that the rendered image has more artifacts
with a subvolume size of 32 × 32 × 32. For example, the yellow part
at the top-left corner and the green part at the bottom-left corner are
not smooth enough as shown in Figure 3 (a). The PSNR and SSIM
curves are shown in Figure 2 (b). We can observe that using a larger
subvolume size improves PSNR since an enlarged receptive field helps
TSR-TVD capture more semantic information. However, a larger subvolume size takes more time to train and consumes more computing
resources, as shown in Figure 2 (c). However, SSIM does not improve
significantly as we update the subvolume size from 64 × 64 × 64 to
96 × 96 × 96. As a tradeoff, we use the subvolume size of 64 × 64 × 64
to train TSR-TVD.
Number of ConvLSTM layers vs. PSNR and SSIM. We study
the performance of TSR-TVD under different numbers of ConvLSTM
layers using the combustion (HR) data set. We choose 1, 3, and 5
ConvLSTM layers to train TSR-TVD and plot the average PSNR and
SSIM curves, as shown in Figure 2 (d). We can observe that using
more ConvLSTM layers achieves higher PSNR, however, this param-

eter influences little the actual rendering results as the average SSIM
value does not exhibit a significant difference. Moreover, using more
ConvLSTM layers requires more computing resources. As a trade-off,
we use one ConvLSTM layer to train TSR-TVD.
Maximal interpolation step vs. visual quality. At the inference
stage, we use different numbers of maximal interpolation step K to
interpolate the intermediate volumes using the supernova (VM) and
vortex data sets. The rendering results are shown in Figure 4. For
the supernova data set, we can observe that as K increases, the visual
content gradually warps, although not by a large margin. As for the
vortex data set, it is clear that different blue and red components grow
or shrink as we increase K. The appropriate value for K is 5 or 7 for
most of the data sets we explore. As these data sets were likely output
sparsely from the simulations (refer to the accompanying video), the
appropriate value for K would be proportionally larger than suggested
here if we consider the actual simulation time steps.
Voxel shuffle / DeConv layer vs. training time. We investigate
the training speed based on different upscaling methods for TSR-TVD
using the vortex data set. The average training time curves are shown
in Figure 2 (e). It is clear that using voxel shuffle layer can accelerate the training process. This is because voxel shuffle operation only
increases the channel numbers in a tensor rather than the tensor size.
Compared with changing the tensor size for upscaling, increasing the
channel numbers uses GPU resources more efficiently and reduces the
number of multiplications.

Fig. 5. Comparison of Wasserstein distances using the climate (cam-fv
and fim) and combustion (HR and MF) data sets.

3 A DDITIONAL D ISCUSSION
Failure case. The failure case for the climate (fim) data set as shown in
Figure 10 in the paper is due to the limitation of TSR-TVD in estimating the difference between data distributions. For verification, we use
Wasserstein distance [40] to measure the similarity of two neighboring time steps from two different data sets, as shown in Figure 5. We
observe that the combustion (HR and MF) data set shows small distances between two neighboring time steps. For the climate (cam-fv
and dim) data set, however, the distance fluctuates drastically. Moreover, the average Wasserstein distance for the climate (fim) data set is
0.14702, while that for the combustion (MF) data set is 0.00347. This
estimation shows the limitation of TSR-TVD in capturing the fluctuation between data distributions.
Inference time. The inference time reported in Section 4.3 in
the paper is for the entire remaining volume sequence (i.e., all time
steps excluding those used for training). Take the combustion data
set for example, during training, we crop a total of 19, 200 subvolumes. This is because we train 100 epochs; and in each epoch, we
crop 4 subvolumes for each volume pair; and we have 48 volume
pairs for training (1 ∼ 5, 2 ∼ 6, . . . , 48 ∼ 52). During inference, we
need to crop 170, 100 subvolumes in order to generate the intermediate volumes. This is because we have 18 volume pairs for inference (52 ∼ 56, 56 ∼ 60, . . . , 118 ∼ 122); and for each pair, we crop
30 times along the x dimension, 45 times along the y dimension, and 7
times along the z dimension. Note that these cropped subvolumes have
overlap in space in order to avoid spatial discontinuity. The inferred
subvolumes are then concatenated through a weighted concatenation
algorithm to form the whole volume.

